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OPPOSING VIEWS


The Associated Press report highlights a significant gap in airport security.



Any breach of the airport perimeter is a failure in security.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS


Is the issue of perimeter security a major issue or is it a minor issue?



If someone jumps a fence, did the system work or did the system fail? Isn’t someone getting
over or through a fence a failure of the system?



In the AP report, 300 breaches over a 10 plus year period were self-reported by airports. Is
that number high, low, or concerning?



Should passengers be worried about the security of airports in the United States? Should
passengers be worried that perimeter security is inadequate in the United States?



Is there a nexus between airport perimeter breaches and terrorism?



Is there a challenge to obtain funding for airport security?



Why can’t you tell me more about your security rules and regulations?



What improvements/changes have airports made over the last year since the AP story on
perimeter breaches broke? How much has been invested?



While it is difficult to break out specific funds spent to enhance security, is there federal
money available? Has more money been made available?



Does ACI-NA have a definition of a breach? What constitutes a breach?



Can’t an intruder being stopped by a multi-layered system still be considered a breach? Are
the terms mutually exclusive?



Does ACI-NA track incidents?



Where does the perimeter breach fall on the hierarchy of concern/security priorities for
airports?



There have been some ASAC recommendations on perimeter security. Where do those
recommendations stand?



Is TSA fair in its application of SSI to protect data?



Are airports safer by the public not being made aware of SSI information?



Do you think perimeter security at our nation’s largest airports to keep passengers safe?



Do our nation’s largest airports have a problem with perimeter security breaches?
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